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Abstract: The catalytic combustion characteristics of methane-air mixtures in small-scale systems
were investigated at elevated temperatures, with particular emphasis on identifying the main
factors that affect formation and removal of combustion-generated pollutants. Computational
fluid dynamics simulations were performed using detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms, and
more insights were offered into the phenomena occurring in the temperature range where
homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction pathways are both important. Reaction engineering
analysis was performed to provide an in-depth understanding of how to achieve low emissions
of pollutants. Spatial distributions of the major species involved were presented to gain insight
into the interplay between the two competing pathways involved. The results indicated that the
distribution of oxidized products depends critically on the feed composition, dimension, temperature,
and pressure. Small-scale catalytic systems enable low emissions of pollutants even in a high
temperature environment, along with high combustion efficiency. The interplay between the
two competing pathways via radicals is strong, and the heterogeneous pathway can significantly
inhibit the homogeneous pathway. The inhibiting effect also accounts for the low emissions of
nitrogen oxides. Almost all of the nitrogen oxides emitted by small-scale catalytic systems are
nitric oxide. Catalytic combustion technology can be used to reduce the formation of undesired
products, especially pollutant nitrogen oxide gases far below what can be achieved without catalysts.
Recommendations for the design of small-scale catalytic systems are provided.

Keywords: combustion characteristics; numerical simulations; catalytic combustion; pollutant formation;
small-scale systems; reaction pathways; product distributions; computational fluid dynamics

1. Introduction

Small-scale combustion systems where the combustion process takes place in very small
volumes are emerging as a powerful tool for portable production of clean, economical energy [1–4].
These portable energy generation systems will eventually replace conventional lithium-ion batteries
due to the high specific energy of hydrocarbon fuels [5,6]. Furthermore, they also provide the
opportunity for efficient heat sources for endothermic reactions, such as steam reforming [7,8] and
ammonia decomposition [9,10] in miniaturized chemical systems for the production of hydrogen for
fuel cell applications. Advances are occurring on all these fronts, but progress is usually achieved on
small-scale gas-phase combustion systems [1,2,5,6]. Due to potential increases in future demand for
portable energy generation systems with low pollutant emissions, the technical issues associated with
small-scale gas-phase combustion technology has been highlighted.
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The combustion of fuel can be achieved in two ways [1–4]. The most common is gas-phase
combustion, which proceeds at a high temperature and is usually in the presence of a flame [11–14].
As an alternative to gas-phase combustion, catalytic combustion holds great promise for speeding
desired oxidation reactions and reducing the formation of undesired products [15–18]. There are many
examples of catalytic combustion systems [19–24], and applications are often divided into primary
combustion, where the objective is the generation of heat or power for mechanical drive or electric
power applications such as fuel cells, modern reciprocating engines, and gas turbines; and secondary
applications, where the purpose is the destruction of pollutants. Sometimes an application achieves
both purposes in this style of combustion. Efforts to develop this technology focus on improving
combustion efficiency and reducing pollutant emissions [21,22,25,26]. However, the careful balance
between operating performance and low emissions often requires that the performance of catalytic
combustion systems be optimized for specific purposes.

This increased focus on catalytic combustion arises from a variety of advantages this technology
offers [5,6]. Gas-phase combustion is usually faster than catalytic combustion, but gas-phase flames
are often quenched when confined within spaces with critical sub-millimeter dimensions due to
radical and thermal quenching [27,28]. In contrast, catalytic systems can dramatically improve the
stability of combustion over what had previously been possible by means of gas-phase systems [29,30].
Additionally, catalytic systems enable complete combustion at lower temperatures than would
otherwise be possible, thereby avoiding the formation of nitrogen oxides and leading to controllable
catalytic reactions [31,32]. These features can offer multiple benefits during combustion, such as
near zero nitrogen oxides emissions while minimizing combustion instability [5,6]. Small-scale
systems enable very high transport rates, which confirms the potential of catalytic combustion
technology [33,34]. Furthermore, catalytic combustion systems enable fast start-up and transient
response [35,36], and can be designed with very simple geometry, which can greatly simplify design
and reduce cost [37,38]. In summary, catalytic combustion systems offer major performance benefits
and design advantages, such as reduced combustion instability, lower peak temperatures, leaner
combustion, lower emissions, and simplified design, when compared to conventional state of the art
gas-phase combustion systems.

The need for catalytic devices in the control of pollution has been firmly established for many years.
The emergence of catalytic combustion strategies offers the potential to greatly reduce emissions of
pollutants with minimal aftertreatment and to significantly improve operating efficiency, thus holding
great promise in a wide variety of applications [39,40]. Design of efficient reliable systems requires
an understanding of the basic operating principles of these small-scale catalytic devices [5,6,41,42].
Knowledge of the characteristics of combustion in small-scale catalytic systems is of great importance
and allows insight into the formation of pollutants. Much effort has been devoted to improve the
understanding of mechanisms of the formation of pollutants in these systems and to develop control
strategies to reduce their emissions [3,4,21,22]. There are reports claiming that the emissions of
pollutants can be substantially reduced by means of catalytic combustion, even in a high temperature
environment [43,44]. Despite all the recent advances in description and understanding in this regard,
there are quite a few aspects of combustion characteristics in need of further research. These include
the role of heterogeneous and homogeneous pathways in determining the distribution of products,
identification of the major factors controlling the emissions of pollutants, and description of different
combustion processes.

This research focuses on the combustion characteristics in small-scale catalytic systems at elevated
temperatures, at which heterogeneous and homogeneous reactions can occur simultaneously [1,2,5,6].
The behavior of small-scale catalytic systems under these conditions may be of interest in terms of
potential application to high temperature catalytic processes. For example, much attention has been
focused on catalytic combustion of lean fuel-air mixtures in gas turbines as a means of achieving
low emissions of pollutants [21,22]. Small-scale catalytic combustion systems benefits also from the
homogeneous reaction which increases the overall efficiency [1,2,5,6].
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In the present study, a two-dimensional numerical model that incorporate detailed reaction
mechanisms was developed to better understand the role of heterogeneous and homogeneous
pathways in determining the distribution of combustion-generated products. Computational fluid
dynamics simulations were carried out to optimize operating conditions and to gain understanding of
the reaction pathways involved in the catalytic combustion process occurring in a high temperature
environment. The objective of the present study is to understand how catalytic combustion aids in
reducing pollutant emissions from small-scale systems at elevated temperatures. Special emphasis
is placed on understanding the role of various reaction pathways in determining the distribution of
combustion-generated products.

2. Physical System and Modeling Approach

Numerical simulations [45–50], in conjunction with experiments [51,52], have played an important
role in catalytic combustion technology by providing analysis of specific systems, and subsequently
the evaluation of potential performance advantages relative to conventional gas-phase combustion
systems. Computer simulations are assisting in design and optimization of small-scale catalytic
combustion systems, thereby providing important and unique insights into the nature of combustion
itself [53,54].

2.1. Physical Description of the Small-scale System

The concept of CATHLEAN hybrid catalytic combustion systems [21,40] has been proposed
to improve the operating conditions required for existing gas turbine combustors, thereby greatly
reducing the technical risk associated with their commercial applications. This approach addresses
the difficulties in developing advanced, ultra-low NOx, hybrid combustion technology required for
the design of gas turbine combustors with a catalytic component [21,40]. A schematic diagram of the
CATHLEAN hybrid catalytic combustion system with its crucial components is depicted in Figure 1.
The system is designed primarily to achieve ultra-low NOx emissions from catalytic natural gas
combustion for the intended application [21,40]. The design of the CATHLEAN hybrid catalytic
combustion system is illustrated in Figure 2. Further details about the combustion system designed
for specific applications such as full-scale atmospheric testing are available in the literature [21,40].
One of the main features of the combustion system is the multifunctionality of the catalytic reactor.
In a typical catalytic reactor, the gas flows through parallel, multiple sub-millimeter channels with a
catalyst located on their walls in a porous washcoat, where it is effective to tight control the reaction
pathways involved in the chemical process [5,6]. In order to better understand the behavior of these
catalytic reactors, there is a parallel need for reliable computational fluid dynamics models to help
predict the characteristics of catalytic combustion in small-scale systems. The present work is centered
around modeling a single channel of the catalytic reactor. It is assumed that the distribution of flow
velocity in each of the channels in the catalytic reactor is uniform and that all channels behave in a
similar manner when modeling only a single channel.

The small-scale combustion system to be modeled is a single-channel catalytic reactor with a
premixing method to form a lean methane-air mixture for combustion. The catalytic reactor consists
of two parallel plates of length 8.0 mm and thickness 0.2 mm, separated by a gap distance 0.8 mm
between them, unless otherwise specified. A schematic diagram of the small-scale catalytic combustion
system is illustrated in Figure 3. The fuel used for the combustion system is methane, which is chosen
as a representative of natural gas. A platinum-based catalyst is used for catalytic oxidation of the fuel,
since there is an established knowledge base related to chemical kinetics over this catalyst, and this
catalytic process offers the advantages of ready availability of chemical kinetic models. The walls of
the reactor are coated with a washcoat containing the catalyst. Combustion-generated pollutants, such
as nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons, inside the catalyst washcoat could
be further converted to nitrogen gas, carbon dioxide, and water vapor [21,22,43,44].
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A set of standard values are chosen for the various design parameters in the model being
developed, and then one of the parameters varies. A set of parameters are defined to describe
the model being developed, such as reactor dimension (0.3–2.0 mm), wall temperature (1200–2000 K),
fuel-to-air equivalence ratio (0.2–1.0), and pressure (0.1–2.0 MPa). The wall temperature is so high that
the combustion reaction is limited by transport effects and diffusion plays an overwhelming role in the
operation of these systems [1,2,5,6]. By referring to these parameters, the catalytic combustion process
under different operating conditions is readily described.

A list of standard values is provided as follows. The small-scale catalytic combustion system
consists of a catalytic monolith reactor, as described in detail in the literature [55]. Monolith reactors
offer the advantage of good mass transfer performance, high surface-area-to-volume ratio, thinner
walls, ease of product separation, and low pressure drop [56,57]. The single-channel catalytic reactor
is 8.0 mm in length. The thickness of each parallel plate is 0.2 mm. The gap distance between two
adjacent parallel plates is 0.8 mm. The temperature of the incoming combustible gas mixture is fixed at
300 K, and the inlet and surrounding temperatures are assumed to be equal. The fuel-to-air equivalence
ratio of the mixture is taken equal to 0.8, since combustion systems operated under lean conditions
are beneficial for the reduction of nitrogen oxides [32]. The flow velocity is set to be 0.8 m/s at the
inlet of the reactor. The thermodynamic system is operated at atmospheric pressure. The monolith
catalyst consists of platinum deposited on an alumina-coated cordierite substrate. The thickness of
the catalyst washcoat is assumed to be 0.08 mm, with a tortuosity factor of 3, a porosity of 0.5, and a
mean pore diameter of 20 nm. The total available site density for the platinum catalyst is assumed to
be 2.72 × 10−9 mol/cm2 [55]. The catalyst washcoat contains 0.16 g alumina per gram of cordierite
substrate, with a platinum loading of 0.01 g per gram of substrate. More details about the properties of
the catalyst washcoat used in the present study are available in the literature [55], where the synthesis
method has been described in detail.

In addition, the nominal wall temperature is taken equal to 1500 K, which often represents a
maximum allowable temperature limit for a catalytic reactor. As will be discussed later, the wall
temperature is a useful design parameter used to characterize combustion. The choice of the nominal
wall temperature defined herein stems from similar temperatures observed in short contact time
catalytic reactors, in which noble metal catalysts have been found to be stable up to a temperature
of about 1500 K [58,59]. This temperature threshold is usually set as the limit of material stability
for small-scale catalytic reaction systems [41,60–63]. Wall and catalyst temperatures in excess of this
threshold are deemed detrimental to the catalytic reactor. Modeling the catalytic reactor under extreme
conditions (e.g., at 1500 K) is useful to better understand how to achieve low emissions of pollutants
from a small-scale catalytic combustion system operated at elevated temperatures where the formation
of the oxides of nitrogen becomes more favorable [64,65].

2.2. Mathematical Model

The small dimension of the combustion system implies that transport processes are strongly
influenced by diffusion. However, the characteristic length scale is still sufficiently large compared
to the mean free path for the combustion problem involved. Consequently, classical continuum
descriptions are appropriate [66,67]. Additionally, the Reynolds number is found to be less than 680 in
all of the cases examined. As a result, the reactive flow in the small-scale catalytic system is laminar.

The model depends on the following assumptions:

• The thermodynamic system operates under steady-state conditions.
• The gaseous mixture is assumed to behave qualitatively as an ideal gas.
• The flow distribution at the inlet of the channel is flat in the transverse direction.
• Pressure drop in the channel is negligible.
• There is a constant gas concentration and temperature at the inlet of the channel.
• The catalyst is uniformly distributed on the surface of the catalytic reactor.
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Modeling the chemically reacting system requires the solution of a set of coupled non-linear
partial differential equations using an appropriate numerical method. The modeling tool used in the
present work is commercial computational fluid dynamics codes ANSYS Fluent [68], which uses the
finite volume method to solve the governing system of partial differential equations [69]. The following
conservation equations are solved for the gas phase.

The continuity equation ensures conservation of mass in the gas phase:

∂(ρu)
∂x

+
∂(ρv)

∂y
= 0 (1)

The momentum balance equations solved for the fluid domain are given by

∂(ρuu)
∂x

+
∂(ρvu)

∂y
+

∂p
∂x
− ∂

∂x

[
2µ

∂u
∂x
− 2

3
µ

(
∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

)]
− ∂

∂y

[
µ

(
∂u
∂y

+
∂v
∂x

)]
= 0 (2)

∂(ρuv)
∂x

+
∂(ρvv)

∂y
+

∂p
∂y
− ∂

∂x

[
µ

(
∂v
∂x

+
∂u
∂y

)]
− ∂

∂y

[
2µ

∂v
∂y
− 2

3
µ

(
∂u
∂x

+
∂v
∂y

)]
= 0 (3)

The steady state energy balance equation solved for the fluid domain is given by

∂(ρuh)
∂x

+
∂(ρvh)

∂y
+

∂

∂x

(
ρ

Kg

∑
k=1

YkhkVk,x − λg
∂T
∂x

)
+

∂

∂y

(
ρ

Kg

∑
k=1

YkhkVk,y − λg
∂T
∂y

)
= 0 (4)

The conservation equation solved for the species involved in the gas phase can be written as

∂(ρuYk)

∂x
+

∂(ρvYk)

∂y
+

∂

∂x
(ρYkVk,x) +

∂

∂y

(
ρYkVk,y

)
− .

ωkWk = 0, k = 1, . . . , Kg (5)

The various physical symbols presented in the above equations are defined as follows: ρ represents
the mass density of the combustible gas mixture; u and v represent the streamwise and transverse
components of the flow velocity of the mixture, respectively; x and y represent the streamwise and
transverse spatial coordinates in the system being studied herein, respectively; p, µ, and λg denote
the pressure, dynamic viscosity, and thermal conductivity of the mixture, respectively; h denotes the
specific enthalpy of the mixture; T denotes the absolute temperature; Kg denotes the total number of
the gaseous species involved in the system; Yk, hk, and Wk denote the mass fraction, specific enthalpy,
and relative molecular mass of gaseous species k, respectively; the term

.
ωk denotes the molar rate of

production by all gas-phase chemical reactions involving gaseous species k per unit volume; the terms
Vk,x and Vk,y denote the streamwise and transverse components of the diffusion velocity of gaseous
species k respectively; the subscript g denotes gas phase.

The diffusion velocity vector is given by

→
Vk = −Dk,m∇

[
ln

(
YkW
Wk

)]
+

[
DT

k W
ρYkW

]
∇(ln T) (6)

wherein the term Dk,m is the diffusivity of gaseous species k in the mixture, W is the relative molecular
mass of the mixture, DT

k is the thermal diffusivity of gaseous species k, and the nabla symbol∇ denotes
the differential operator del, i.e., nabla operator.

The ideal gas equation of state is

p =
ρRT
W

(7)

where R denotes the ideal gas constant. The caloric equation of state can be written as

hk = ho
k(To) +

∫ T

To
cp,kdT (8)
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where ho
k indicates the specific enthalpy of formation of gaseous species k at the specified temperature

To, and cp,k indicates the specific heat capacity of gaseous species k at constant pressure.
The equation of surface species coverage can be written as

σm

.
sm

Γ
= 0 with m = Kg + 1, . . . , Kg + Ks (9)

in which σm denotes the site occupancy of surface species m, the term
.
sm denotes the molar rate of

production by all surface chemical reactions involving surface species m per unit area, Γ denotes the
density of catalyst surface sites, m denotes the total number of gaseous and surface species involved in
the system, Ks denotes the total number of the surface species involved in the system, and the subscript
m denotes surface phase. The adsorption rate constant is expressed as

kad,k =

(
2

2− sθ f ree

)
s

Γm

√
RT

2πWk
(10)

where s indicates the sticking coefficient and the term θfree indicates the surface coverage of free sites.
The species boundary condition at each of the gas-catalyst interfaces is described by(

ρYkVk,y

)
inter f ace

+ ηFcat/geoWk
( .
sk
)

inter f ace = 0, k = 1, . . . , Kg (11)

in which η is the effectiveness factor and Fcat/geo is the area factor. The surface area of the catalyst
washcoat, Acatalytic, can be related to its geometric surface area, Ageometric, by this area factor

Fcat/geo =
Acatalytic

Ageometric
(12)

The diffusional limitations inside the catalyst washcoat can be estimated as follows [70,71]:

η =

.
si,e f f

.
si

=
tanh(Φ)

Φ
(13)

Φ = δcatalyst

( .
siγ

Di,e f f Ci,inter f ace

)0.5

(14)

In the above equation, the term
.
si,e f f indicates the effective rate of formation of species i on the

surface of the catalyst, Φ indicates the Thiele modulus, δ indicates the thickness of the porous washcoat,
and the term Ci,interface indicates the concentration of species i at the gas-catalyst interface. The catalytic
surface area per unit volume of the porous washcoat, γ, is defined to be

γ =
Fcat/geo

δcatalyst
(15)

The effective diffusivity of species inside the catalyst washcoat and catalyst porosity and tortuosity
give the following functional dependence

1
Di,e f f

=
τp

εp

(
1

Di,molecular
+

1
Di,Knudsen

)
(16)
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in which τp represents the tortuosity factor for diffusion inside the washcoat, εp represents the porosity
of the washcoat, and the term Di,molecular represents the diffusivity for molecular diffusion of species i
in the mixture. The diffusivity for Knudsen diffusion of species i is defined to be

Di,Knudsen =
dpore

3

√
8RT
πWi

(17)

where dpore represents the mean pore diameter.
To completely decouple the kinetic effect from the thermal effect, isothermal surface conditions

are considered in the present work, and a fixed wall temperature is imposed on the surface of the
catalyst. In the energy balance, the surface boundary is set to constant temperature, so that no heat is
lost from the chemically reactive system being studied herein, i.e., the reactor walls are adiabatic.

2.3. Detailed Chemical Kinetic Model

Success in modeling combustion chemistry is dependent upon the reliability of the chemical
kinetic model used. Modeling of the small-scale system with detailed reaction mechanisms is
necessary [72,73] to accurately describe the catalytic combustion process, and to accurately capture the
combustion characteristics such as the formation of pollutant species. The influence of nitrogen in a
high temperature environment must also be accounted for. In the present work, homogeneous and
heterogeneous reactions are incorporated into the model simultaneously by using detailed mechanisms,
and nitrogen chemistry in high-temperature combustion is also included in the chemical kinetic model.
Special attention will be given to nitrogen combustion chemistry involved in the homogeneous reaction
mechanism used. The homogeneous reaction term is included herein to help with emissions predictions
and to allow the model to be as general possible.

Both heterogeneous and homogeneous chemistry were modeled simultaneously to provide an
accurate description of the catalytic combustion process being studied herein. The homogeneous
reaction mechanism used herein is the Gas Research Institute mechanism describing homogeneous
oxidation of methane [74]. The Gas Research Institute mechanism is one of the first mechanisms
freely available on the internet describing methane oxidation kinetics with NOx chemistry to help
with emissions predictions [75]. This high-temperature methane oxidation mechanism contains the
elementary reactions involved with nitrogen, and has been tested more thoroughly than any other
mechanism in combustion history. For example, this mechanism contains detailed steps involved
during prompt NOx formation and reburn [74]. With nitrogen added to the system in a combustion
environment, the chemical kinetics occurring in the gas phase are considerably more complex.

The detailed chemical kinetics of methane oxidation on supported platinum developed by
Deutschmann and co-workers [55] are used in the chemical kinetic model as the heterogeneous
reaction mechanism. The full heterogeneous mechanism is freely available on the internet.
The homogeneous and heterogeneous reaction mechanisms are incorporated into the code using
the Sandia CHEMKIN [76] and Surface-CHEMKIN [77], respectively. All of the mechanisms used are
presented in a format compatible to CHEMKIN codes. The thermodynamic properties for the species
involved in the model are adopted from the chemical kinetic mechanisms given above. The Sandia
CHEMKIN [76] and Surface-CHEMKIN [77] subroutine packages are then integrated into the ANSYS
Fluent codes [78,79] to solve the two-dimensional conservation equations given above.
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2.4. Computation Scheme

For the combustion problem involved, all physical properties of the mixture of methane and
air are taken to be dependent on the local temperature and composition. The temperature of the
incoming gas is assumed to be constant, although it is more likely that diffusion effects will heat the gas
before it arrives at the entrance to the reactor. The density of the mixture is evaluated using the ideal
gas law. Transport properties of all of the species involved in the system are included in the model.
The boundary condition for the momentum balance is a no-slip condition at each of the gas-catalyst
interfaces. The chemically reacting system is nonlinear inherently due to the exponential dependence
of the rate of the combustion reaction on temperature. An orthogonal staggered grid is used, with grid
points clustered in the region near the surface of the catalyst to capture the velocity and temperature
gradients more accurately. The grid consists of 200 nodes in the axial direction and 80 nodes in the
transverse direction for the nominal reactor dimension. Furthermore, to control the discretization error,
more grid points are placed in regions in which the solution is changing rapidly. In this context, the
solution is accurate in the vicinity of these regions, and the resolution of the grid used is sufficient
to produce properly converged results. The solution is deemed converged when the residuals of the
conservation equations given above are less than 10−6.

Convergence of the mathematical solution is usually difficult to solve strongly nonlinear, stiff
differential equations of coupled chemical kinetics. The solution usually takes at least several hours or
even days to converge due to the large number of the above-listed nonlinear governing equations, as
well as the complexity of the individual elementary reactions involved in the detailed chemical kinetic
model, i.e., the stiffness problem in chemical kinetics. An example of the residuals for the conservation
equations during the course of the mathematical solution is shown in Figure 4. The iteration continues
until the correction computed for the next iterate is sufficiently small, as defined above. The plot
indicates that the convergence criterion is satisfied after about 800 iterations.
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Figure 4. Example of residuals for the conservation equations during the course of the solution. The
mesh used here consists of 16,000 nodes in total. All parameters are set to standard values.

2.5. Numerical Validation

In order to verify the numerical scheme implemented in the present work, the experimental
and numerical results obtained by Dogwiler et al. [78] are utilized. A quantitative comparison
of model predictions with experimentally measured relevant quantities is made for a small-scale
catalytic combustion system with three different fuel-air equivalence ratios, denoted as cases (A), (B),
and (C), over a wide range of operating conditions. Details of these test cases are available in the
literature [78]. The same experimental parameters are used in the analysis of the results obtained from
the model. The distribution of the catalyst temperature field measured by means of thermocouples
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serves as the energy boundary condition at each of the gas-catalyst interfaces. The axial hydroxyl
radical concentration profiles predicted and measured along the fluid centerline after the position of
homogeneous ignition are shown in Figure 5. The sudden rise in the hydroxyl radical concentration
along the fluid centerline represents the initiation of homogeneous reactions. The predicted and
measured hydroxyl radical concentration distributions are found to be in good agreement and within
the limits of measurement error and experimental repeatability. Therefore, the model accurately
predicts the trend in the experimental data. The overall agreement between model predictions and
experimental measurements shows that modeling can serve as a reliable design tool in examining
catalytic combustion characteristics under conditions that are not easily reproduced experimentally.
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Figure 5. Axial hydroxyl radical concentration profiles predicted and measured along the fluid
centerline after the position of homogeneous ignition. The operating conditions of the small-scale
catalytic combustion system are given as follows: case (A), ϕ = 0.37, uin = 1.0 m/s, Tin = 750 K, case (B),
ϕ = 0.37, uin = 2.0 m/s, Tin = 729 K, and case (C), ϕ = 0.31, uin = 1.0 m/s, Tin = 754 K, where ϕ is the
fuel-air equivalence ratio, uin is the inlet velocity, and Tin is the inlet temperature.

3. Combustion Modes and Major Pollutants

3.1. Combustion Modes

Combustion can occur in different modes. To gain insight into the competing reaction pathways
involved in catalytic combustion, computational fluid dynamics simulations are performed for three
different modes of combustion. In the coupled homogeneous–heterogeneous combustion mode [79,80],
both gas-phase and surface reactions can occur simultaneously, and homogeneous and heterogeneous
pathways are both important. The purely heterogeneous combustion mode only takes the reactions
occurring on the surface of the catalyst into account by setting the rate of the homogeneous reaction
equal to zero [81,82]; the homogeneous pathway is of no consequence in this regard. This idealized
combustion mode cannot be used in general except under conditions where the rate of homogeneous
reactions is much lower than that of heterogeneous reactions. The idealized purely heterogeneous
combustion mode is a limiting case of the coupled homogeneous–heterogeneous combustion mode.
In the purely homogeneous combustion mode, combustion can occur only in a flame mode [83,84].
In this combustion mode, the surface of the reactor is chemically inert and only the reactions occurring
in the gas phase are taken into account by setting the rate of the heterogeneous reaction equal to
zero [81,82]. The homogeneous pathway is important, and the catalytic reactor becomes functionally
equivalent to a gas-phase combustion system in this regard. A detailed comparison between the results
obtained by these modes is made, and the difference between these modes of combustion is illustrated
in the following sections.
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3.2. Major Pollutants

On the other hand, there are three major pollutant species routinely considered in energy
generation from combustion: nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, and unburned hydrocarbons [85,86].
It is important to emphasize that the term “nitrogen oxides”, collectively termed NOx, refers specifically
to the combination of nitric oxide and nitrogen dioxide. Nitrogen oxides are formed by oxidation of
nitrogen in the gas phase. One of the major motivations for the development of small-scale catalytic
combustion systems is to reduce the emissions of nitrogen oxides [1,2,5,6]. Carbon monoxide is the
product of incomplete combustion, and can be further oxidized to carbon dioxide. A considerable
portion of the discussion presented herein will focus on reducing the emissions of nitrogen oxides,
because the effort to reduce the emissions of pollutants has dominated the development of catalytic
combustion technology [32]. A detailed discussion on the results obtained for these major pollutants
are also presented in the following sections.

Hereafter, it is assumed that all parameters other than those displayed are kept at their standard
values, as stated previously.

4. Results

4.1. Coupled Homogeneous-Heterogeneous Combustion Characteristics

In the coupled combustion mode, the resulting spatial distributions of gas temperature, fuel
conversion, and major species in the catalytic reactor operated at atmospheric pressure are shown in
Figure 6. The rise of gas temperature is quite high along the direction parallel to the flow (Figure 6a).
This feature is representative of the microreactor being used for catalytic combustion. The very rapid
temperature rise leads to the autoignition of the fuel in the reactor with a constant wall temperature.
As a result, the fuel is consumed rapidly near the entrance to the system, and complete conversion of
the fuel is achieved (Figure 6a,b), indicating that most of the combustion reaction takes place in the
front part of the catalytic reactor. Carbon monoxide is usually formed from the oxidation of methane
in the gas phase under oxygen-deficient conditions. Under oxygen-rich conditions, the fuel is partially
oxidized to carbon monoxide near the entrance to the reactor, but the concentration of this partial
combustion product falls very rapidly to a rather insignificant magnitude along the direction parallel
to the flow (Figure 6c). This is because carbon monoxide is rapidly oxidized in the gas phase to carbon
dioxide by reaction with excess oxygen.

On the other hand, the amount of the nitric oxide formed within the catalytic reactor is very low,
and then this product is removed from the gas phase until the outlet of the reactor (Figure 6d). In this
combustion mode, nitric oxide is formed and removed continuously in the catalytic reactor, but it is
interesting to note that its final concentration is insignificant. With the rise of gas temperature, smaller
radical species with higher concentrations are formed, eventually leading to autoignition of the fuel in
the gas phase. Transport of these radical species is important for the combustion reaction occurring
in the gas phase. For example, the mass fraction of hydroxyl radical reaches a peak just before the
complete conversion of the fuel involved in the combustion in this mode (Figure 6e).RETRACTED
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(c) Carbon monoxide concentration; (d) Nitric oxide concentration; (e) Hydroxyl radical concentration.
All parameters are set to standard values.

4.2. Purely Heterogeneous Combustion Characteristics

In the purely heterogeneous mode, the contour plots of gas temperature, fuel conversion, and
major species concentration in the reactor operated at atmospheric pressure are shown in Figure 7.
The reaction occurs rapidly, and its rate remains nearly constant before the reaction proceeds to
completion (Figure 7b). Mass-transfer limitations are found within the fluid region. The combustion
reaction occurring on the surface of the catalyst can be approximated as first-order, since it is limited by
transport effects which are proportional to the partial pressure of the fuel being burnt with a catalyst.
On the other hand, carbon monoxide is formed very rapidly within the reactor with a constant wall
temperature, but then is gradually converted to carbon dioxide (Figure 7c). Consequently, the amount
of carbon monoxide formed is insignificant at the outlet of the reactor. The concentration of the fuel
being burnt with a catalyst continues to decrease (Figure 7d), whereas the concentration of the carbon
dioxide formed during combustion continues to increase (Figure 7e). The heterogeneous reaction
is so rapid that the concentration of the fuel in the vicinity of the catalytic walls is nearly zero, and
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diffusion of the fuel to the surface of the catalyst is rate limiting (Figure 7d). There is no formation of
nitrogen compounds, because the nitrogen chemistry is dominated by homogeneous pathways. In this
combustion mode, the concentration of hydroxyl radicals in the gas phase is very low (Figure 7f).
On the other hand, there exists steep gradients in temperature and species within the small-scale
system, as shown in Figure 7.Catalysts 2018, 8, 439 13 of 27 
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Figure 7. Contour plots of gas temperature, fuel conversion, and major species concentration at
atmospheric pressure predicted by the purely heterogeneous combustion mode, keeping a fixed wall
temperature of 1500 K. (a) Gas temperature; (b) Fuel conversion; (c) Carbon monoxide concentration;
(d) Methane concentration; (e) Carbon dioxide concentration; (f) Hydroxyl radical concentration.
All parameters are set to standard values.
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4.3. Purely Homogeneous Combustion Characteristics

In the purely homogeneous mode, the resulting spatial distributions of gas temperature, fuel
conversion, and major species in the reactor with chemically inert walls operated at atmospheric
pressure are shown in Figure 8. In the absence of any catalyst, the hot, chemically inert walls of
the reactor serve only as an ignition source for the premixed, combustible gas mixture, and a stable
flame is physically anchored in the reactor (Figure 8a). The flame temperature, which is determined
by a balance of energy between products and reactants, is far below the maximum adiabatic flame
temperature obtained from the stoichiometric value for a mixture of methane and air. The flame will
be blown-off if the laminar flame speed is too slow compared to the gas flow velocity. At the other
extreme, the flame will propagate into the approach flow associated with flashback phenomena if
the laminar flame speed is fast relative to the gas flow velocity. Fortunately, catalytic combustion can
avoid flashback problems associated with other approaches to combustion [32]. At sufficiently high
wall temperatures such as 1500 K discussed herein, the homogeneous combustion reaction can occur
spontaneously throughout the premixed mixture in the vicinity of the chemically inert walls even for
the relatively low inlet temperature of the mixture (Figure 8a,b).
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Figure 8. Contour plots of gas temperature, fuel conversion, and major species concentration at
atmospheric pressure, predicted by the purely homogeneous combustion mode, keeping a fixed wall
temperature of 1500 K. (a) Gas temperature; (b) Fuel conversion; (c) Carbon monoxide concentration;
(d) Nitric oxide concentration; (e) Hydroxyl radical concentration. All parameters are set to standard
values. The contour plot of hydroxyl radical concentration indicates the location of a premixed flame.
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The homogeneous combustion reaction occurs very slowly near the entrance to the reactor with
the constant wall temperature, but then proceeds rapidly due to the exponential effect of the gas
temperature on the rate of the homogeneous reaction, releasing heat (Figure 8b). In addition, complete
conversion of the fuel is possible in a very small region (Figure 8b). Interestingly, rapid gas-phase
combustion reactions can be easily sustained in the reactor with chemically inert walls. However, there
is an ignition delay for the fuel, the time taken for initiating spontaneous combustion [48], because
radical species must be accumulated in the gas phase prior to the start of combustion [87,88]. The fuel
is oxidized rapidly, forming a considerable amount of carbon monoxide in the gas phase under the
conditions studied herein (Figure 8c). Carbon monoxide subsequently reacts with oxygen to form
carbon dioxide. However, there is still a small amount of carbon monoxide that “slips” through the
reactor, eventually leading to the emission of this pollutant. There are virtually no nitrogen oxides
formed in the gas phase before complete conversion of the fuel involved in the combustion in this
mode (Figure 8d). Then, there is a significant increase in the amount of the nitric oxide formed during
combustion in the rector with chemically inert walls. An interesting intermediate species is hydroxyl
radicals which are formed in the high-temperature gas-phase region (Figure 8e).

4.4. Effect of Feed Composition

In the coupled combustion mode, the methane conversion and combustion-generated pollutant
concentrations obtained in a constant pressure environment are plotted in Figure 9 for different
methane-air equivalence ratios. The feed composition plays an appreciable role in reducing the
emissions of pollutants from the catalytic reactor. The most important feature shown in the figure is that
complete conversion of the fuel can be achieved in all cases except the very lean and near-stoichiometric
mixtures. The combustion reaction is extinguished on the surface of the catalyst under sufficiently
lean conditions, known as the weak limits. Interestingly, the distribution of combustion-generated
pollutants depends on the composition of the feed. The amount of carbon monoxide formed during
combustion for various fuel-lean mixtures is considerable within the catalytic reactor used for pollution
control, and increases with an increasing equivalence ratio.
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Figure 9. Methane conversion and combustion-generated pollutant concentrations at a constant
pressure of 0.5 MPa at different fuel–air equivalence ratios. The pressure is held constant. All parameters
are set to standard values except the pressure and the equivalence ratio.

On the other hand, as the equivalence ratio is increased, the concentration of nitric oxide formed
in the reactor increases, as shown in Figure 9. However, as the equivalence ratio is increased further
after a certain level, the methane conversion drops off, and the amount of nitric oxide formed decreases
slightly. The concentration of the nitrogen dioxide formed in a high temperature environment is very
sensitive to the composition of the feed. When the equivalence ratio increases, the amount of nitrogen
dioxide formed within the catalytic reactor first decreases, then increases, and finally drops off quickly,
as shown in Figure 9. Overall, low emissions of nitrogen oxides can be achieved in the catalytic reactor
operated under very lean conditions.
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4.5. Effect of Dimension

Since the dimension of a chemically reacting system will play an overwhelming role in
determining the characteristics of combustion [89,90], the effect of the reactor dimension on catalytic
combustion characteristics is evaluated herein for a constant flow velocity.

Figure 10 shows the methane conversion and major species concentrations predicted for
the catalytic reactor with different dimensions operated in a constant pressure environment.
The conversion results obtained for the reactor with the maximum dimension examined herein (2.0 mm)
are similar to those obtained for the reactor described in terms of the purely homogeneous combustion
mode shown in Figure 8b, while the conversion results obtained for the reactor with the minimum
dimension examined herein (0.3 mm) are similar to those obtained for the reactor described in terms
of the purely heterogeneous combustion mode shown in Figure 7b. The peak radical concentration
predicted in the catalytic reactor with the maximum dimension appears later, but is still far higher
than that predicted in the catalytic reactor with the minimum dimension (Figure 10a). There exists
a maximum in the concentration of the carbon monoxide formed in the catalytic reactor with the
maximum dimension (Figure 10b). Additionally, the amount of pollutants formed within the catalytic
reactor decreases with a decreasing reactor dimension over the entire dimension range examined, but
does not change significantly under the conditions studied herein.Catalysts 2018, 8, 439 16 of 27 
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Figure 10. Effect of reactor dimension on the methane conversion and major species concentrations at 
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A quantitative comparison of the maximum carbon monoxide concentration is made between
different combustion modes. The results shown in Figures 6c, 7c and 8c indicate that the
primary pathway of the formation of carbon monoxide within the small-scale combustion system is
homogeneous for the nominal reactor dimension. In contrast, the contribution of carbon monoxide
formed through a heterogeneous pathway is very small. As the reactor dimension increases,
homogeneous reactions become more significant due to the decreased surface-area-to-volume ratio
and the reduced mass transfer performance. Therefore, the formation of carbon monoxide becomes
more favorable with increasing the reactor dimension, as shown in Figure 10b. The amount of carbon
monoxide within the catalytic reactor with the maximum dimension is considerable. However, the
concentration of this partial combustion product falls very rapidly to a rather insignificant magnitude
along the direction parallel to the flow due to its rapid oxidation reaction with excess oxygen in the
gas phase (data not shown), which is consistent with that obtained from the catalytic reactor with the
nominal dimension as shown in Figure 6c.

4.6. Effect of Wall Temperature

In the coupled combustion mode, the fuel conversion and combustion-generated pollutant
concentrations obtained in a constant pressure environment are plotted in Figure 11 for different wall
temperatures. The present results indicate that the conversion of the fuel increases with increasing
wall temperature. As expected, the rate of the reaction occurring in the catalytic reactor increases
with increasing wall temperature, but the reaction is still approximately first-order. The amount
of nitric oxide formed during catalytic combustion increases with increasing wall temperature, as
shown in Figure 11. As the wall temperature increases, the amount of nitrogen dioxide formed during
catalytic combustion first increases rapidly, then decreases, and finally increases slightly; the amount
of carbon monoxide formed within the catalytic reactor falls rather rapidly, and then increases quickly.
For a moderate range of wall temperatures, the amount of carbon monoxide formed during catalytic
combustion is relatively small, but is one to two orders of magnitude larger than that of the nitrogen
oxides formed within the catalytic reactor used for pollution control, as shown in Figure 11.
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4.7. Effect of Pressure

The combustion reaction is pressure dependent. The rate of the homogeneous reaction tends to
be proportional to the pressure squared [91,92]. In contrast, the rate of the heterogeneous reaction
often changes linearly with pressure [93,94]. As a consequence, the contribution to fuel oxidation from
heterogeneous pathways increases with increasing pressure. Figure 12 depicts the methane conversion
profiles computed at a constant inlet velocity 0.8 m/s when the pressure is variable. The conversion
profile shows a gradual change over the entire pressure range considered. The reaction is approximately
first-order within the catalytic reactor at elevated temperatures. However, the conversion profile is
slightly concave up, especially at high pressures, which is consistent with the ignition delay for the fuel
predicted for the reactor described in terms of the purely homogeneous combustion mode. As a result,
the reaction occurring in the gas phase becomes more important under high pressure conditions. In this
context, there is a large amount of free radical species built up in the gas phase, thereby increasing the
contribution to the oxidation of the fuel from homogeneous pathways. On the other hand, pressure
has little effect on the effective thermal conductivity of the mixture under the conditions studied herein.
In this context, efficient transfer of the heat released in the gas phase by additional homogeneous
reactions to the surface of the catalyst is impossible, thereby increasing the potential for homogeneous
reactions. The rate of the overall combustion reaction increases with increasing pressure, since high
pressures allow faster conversion of the fuel in the catalytic reactor, as confirmed by the conversion
curve slope shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 13 shows the pollutant concentrations predicted for the catalytic reactor with different
wall temperatures as the pressure is varied. The amount of nitric oxide formed during catalytic
combustion increases with increasing pressure. Interestingly, this increase, however, is still far less
than that predicted for the reactor operated in the purely homogeneous combustion mode. As the
wall temperature is increased from 1500 to 1700 K, the amount of nitric oxide formed within the
catalytic reactor increases, with a gradually weakened trend. This result suggests that high operating
temperatures tend to promote the formation of nitrogen oxides within the catalytic reactor. The trend
observed for the concentration of nitrogen dioxide gives further evidence of this promoting effect.
On the other hand, the concentration of the carbon monoxide formed during catalytic combustion of
the fuel indicates that high pressures tend to inhibit the formation of carbon monoxide, as illustrated
in Figure 13. Overall, the small-scale catalytic system operated at high pressures produces fairly high
emissions of pollutants, especially for high operating temperatures.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Competing Pathways of Two Parallel Reactions

Gas temperatures and major species concentrations in the reactor with constant wall temperature
have been numerically mapped in two dimensions in Figures 6–8. In this section, various aspects of
the reaction pathways involved will be discussed in depth to gain understanding of underlying
physicochemical processes. At the temperatures examined herein, both heterogeneous and
homogeneous reactions can occur in the catalytic reactor, simultaneously, for the fuel being burnt
with or without a catalyst. The results shown in Figures 7 and 8 indicate that each of the reaction
mechanisms has its respective significant features of how combustion occurs in a microreactor with a
constant wall temperature. Spatial distributions of the major species involved in the system for the
three combustion modes examined herein are essentially quite different from each other (Figures 6–8),
which is one of the most important features to distinguish different reaction pathways. As discussed
earlier, there exists an induction period obtained for the reactor described in terms of the purely
homogeneous combustion mode. In contrast, the results obtained for the reactor described in terms
of the purely heterogeneous combustion mode are very similar to those obtained from the catalytic
combustion process described by first-order chemical kinetics. These differences could potentially
be used to distinguish the type of reaction occurring in a chemically reacting system. The relative
importance of each reaction pathway can be determined by examining the amount of the species
formed homogeneously in the gas phase.

The results shown in Figures 6 and 7 indicate that in the combustion environment being studied,
the methane conversion predicted in the reactor operated in the coupled combustion mode is basically
similar to that predicted in the reactor operated in the purely heterogeneous combustion mode.
The difference in conversion between the two modes of combustion is minor for the reactor with the
constant wall temperature. In this case, heterogeneous pathways are predominant in the catalytic
combustion process that occurred in the reactor, as confirmed by the smaller amount of nitric oxide that
formed in the reactor operated in the coupled combustion mode (Figure 6d), compared to that formed
in the reactor operated in the purely homogeneous combustion mode (Figure 8d). Additionally, the
rate of the reaction at atmospheric pressure would be the fastest in the reactor operated in the coupled
combustion mode, as illustrated in Figure 14. While heterogeneous pathways that are predominant in
the catalytic combustion process occurred in the reactor at elevated temperatures, the contribution
to fuel oxidation from homogeneous pathways may be significant, depending on the operating
conditions used.
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The results shown in Figure 12 indicate that conversion of the fuel at high pressures first has an
ignition-delay or induction feature, but then it is very similar to that predicted in the reactor described
in terms of the purely heterogeneous combustion mode. The rate of overall reaction increases with
increasing pressure, but it is inconsistent with that obtained based on pressure squared. Furthermore,
the rate of overall reaction is also less than that predicted from the catalytic combustion process
described by first-order chemical kinetics. The results shown in Figure 13 also indicate that the
formation of the nitrogen oxides in a high temperature environment is favored at high pressures.
Therefore, the contribution to the oxidation of the fuel from homogeneous pathways increases with
increasing pressure at elevated temperatures, while heterogeneous pathways still predominate the
catalytic combustion process that occurred in the reactor.

The effect of pressure on the rate of the combustion reaction in a high temperature environment is
a subject worth exploring in depth. The homogeneous reaction occurs in the gas phase essentially via
a straight chain process. Gas-phase radical species must accumulate prior to the start of combustion,
which leads to an ignition delay for the fuel as shown in Figure 8. The rate-limiting step in the
heterogeneous pathway is the dissociation of the fuel molecules on the surface of the catalyst, which is a
first-order chemical reaction. Therefore, the rate of the heterogeneous reaction increases almost linearly
with pressure. On the other hand, the rate of the homogeneous reaction tends to be proportional to the
pressure squared, as stated previously. The ratio of the rate of the homogeneous reaction to that of
the heterogeneous reaction increases at roughly the same rate as the pressure, leading to the pressure
dependence shown in Figures 12 and 13. Under these conditions, the presence of the catalyst has
a significant inhibiting effect on the initiation of homogeneous reactions. The rate of homogeneous
reaction increases with increasing pressure, but the initiation of the homogeneous oxidation reaction is
greatly inhibited by the heterogeneous reaction, making it possible for the heterogeneous pathway to
dominate the catalytic combustion process.

The effect of temperature on the two competing pathways involved is discussed below. Note in
particular that the homogeneous reaction in the combustion environment being studied is favored at
high temperatures. The results shown in Figure 11 indicate that at wall temperatures below 1400 K,
complete conversion of the fuel involved in combustion is impossible under the conditions studied
herein, but the rate of the combustion reaction increases with increasing wall temperature. However,
conversion of the fuel is similar to that predicted in the reactor operated in the purely heterogeneous
combustion mode. The amount of nitric oxide formed during high-temperature combustion increases
with increasing wall temperature. Nitric oxide is formed only in the gas phase, but at least a portion of
this product is formed during high-temperature combustion through the thermal mechanism, also
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known as the extended Zel’dovich mechanism [32]. This thermal route is a secondary mechanism for
the formation of nitric oxide since the flame temperatures are relatively low. If flame temperatures are
above 1800 K, the thermal route will be a primary mechanism [32]. Therefore, a common approach to
control the formation of nitrogen oxides is to reduce the flame temperatures so that very little thermal
nitrogen oxides can form in this regard.

The results shown in Figure 8 indicate that in the purely homogenous combustion mode, the
concentration peak of the hydroxyl radicals formed within the catalytic reactor appears just after
complete conversion of the fuel involved in combustion. The results shown in Figure 6 indicate that in
the coupled combustion mode, the peak appears much earlier, with a decrease in peak concentration.
The difference in magnitude and position of the peak can be identified most easily by examining the
results shown in Figure 10. As the reactor dimension increases, the homogeneous reaction becomes
more important due to the decreased surface-area-to-volume ratio associated with larger reactors,
and, accordingly, there is a transition of the main reaction pathway. Additionally, the amount of
nitrogen oxides formed during high-temperature combustion increases. Furthermore, a large amount
of the nitrogen oxides formed in combustion shifts the peak downstream with a large increase in the
magnitude of the peak, as shown in Figure 10. Therefore, the formation of nitrogen oxides correlates
with the position of the peak, and the contribution to fuel oxidation from homogeneous pathways
becomes more important at elevated temperatures.

5.2. Formation and Control of Carbon Monoxide

Catalytic combustion technology can be used to reduce the formation of undesired
products [95,96], as discussed early. The results shown in Figure 8 indicate that in the purely
homogeneous combustion mode, carbon monoxide is continuously formed from the oxidation of
the fuel in the gas phase, until complete conversion of the fuel involved in combustion is achieved
within the catalytic reactor, and then this partially oxidized product is converted to carbon dioxide.
The results shown in Figure 7 indicate that in the purely heterogeneous combustion mode, carbon
monoxide is formed within the catalytic reactor very quickly, but it is easily converted to carbon dioxide.
After complete conversion of the fuel involved in combustion, the concentration of this partially
oxidized product remains essentially constant. Therefore, in the coupled combustion mode, once
complete conversion of the fuel is achieved, the emissions of carbon monoxide will be low. In contrast,
in the purely homogeneous combustion mode, the emissions of carbon monoxide are at their peak
value just before the homogeneous reaction proceeds to completion. Its peak concentration in the two
combustion modes is nearly the same, suggesting a primarily heterogeneous reaction mechanism.

The results shown in Figure 13 indicate that in the combustion environment being studied, the
formation of carbon monoxide becomes less favorable at high pressures at which the homogeneous
pathway becomes more favorable. At a constant wall temperature of 1500 K, the amount of carbon
monoxide formed within the catalytic reactor first decreases slightly and then falls off rapidly with
increasing pressure. Any carbon monoxide formed within the catalytic reactor is eventually oxidized
into carbon dioxide. An increase in total pressure will shift the equilibrium to the carbon dioxide side,
and will reduce the concentration of this partially oxidized product formed in the catalytic reactor,
even though the homogeneous reaction becomes more important.

5.3. Formation and Control of the Oxides of Nitrogen

The results presented in the present work indicate that the formation of nitrogen oxides can
be significantly reduced by utilizing a catalytic combustion approach under all conditions herein.
At temperatures below 1800 K, nitrogen oxides are formed within the catalytic reactor by the prompt
mechanism due to the reaction of molecular nitrogen with the radicals such as methylidyne and
methylene fragments derived from the fuel being burnt with a catalyst. The prompt mechanism is
sometimes referred to as “Fenimore-prompt” or just “Fenimore” [32]. In contrast, at temperatures
above 1800 K, they are formed primarily by the well-known thermal mechanism (i.e., the extended
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Zel’dovich mechanism), whereas the contribution from the prompt mechanism can be considered to
be negligible. To clarify the mechanisms and key elementary reactions for nitrogen oxides formation,
numerical simulations are performed for the reactor operated in the coupled combustion mode.
The results indicate that the presence of the catalyst can not only greatly reduce the magnitude of
gaseous methylidyne and methylene radicals, but also shift their peaks upstream (data not shown).
These gaseous species can be oxidized, or further converted to hydrogen cyanide radicals and then
isocyanate radicals, and eventually to nitric oxide.

Figure 15 depicts the concentration profiles of the isocyanate and hydrogen cyanide radicals,
i.e., the precursors of prompt-nitrogen oxides [97,98], along the direction parallel to the flow. In the
combustion environment being studied, both radicals show a peak at the same axial distance as the
peak of hydroxyl radicals in the reactor operated in the purely homogeneous combustion mode, as
shown in Figure 8. In contrast, there is no concentration peak observed for hydrogen cyanide and
isocyanate radicals in the reactor operated in the coupled combustion mode, as shown in Figure 15.
As a consequence, prompt-nitrogen oxides are responsible for the formation of nitric oxide in the
catalytic reactor operated under the conditions studied herein.
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6. Conclusions

The characteristics of the catalytically-supported thermal combustion of methane diluted in air in
small-scale systems were studied at elevated temperatures by using a detailed description of chemical
kinetics and molecular transport in order to achieve ultralow pollutant emissions through the control
of operating conditions. The effect of various parameters on the performance of the small-scale system
was investigated to reduce emissions and improve efficiency, and to determine which factors are of
greatest importance in the formation and removal processes of pollutants.

The results indicated that the presence of the catalyst can significantly reduce the emissions
of the pollutants formed at elevated temperatures where both heterogeneous and homogeneous
reactions can occur simultaneously; however, it is difficult to eliminate these combustion-generated
pollutants entirely. Conversion of the fuel to the products of complete combustion has been achieved
at very short residence times, without significant production of nitrogen oxides and carbon monoxide.
The distribution of catalytically oxidized products depends strongly upon the feed composition,
dimension, temperature, and pressure. The interplay between heterogeneous and homogeneous
reaction pathways via radicals is strong, which highlights the intrinsic importance of reaction pathways
to combustion. Due partly to the adsorption of gas-phase radical species, the presence of the catalyst
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significantly inhibits homogeneous reactions, so that the amount of either nitric oxide or carbon
monoxide formed during catalytic combustion is negligible at elevated temperatures. Nitric oxide
is the main nitrogen pollutant formed during catalytic combustion, with a small amount of nitrogen
dioxide. It is necessary to ensure enough selectivity of the catalyst to avoid the formation of gas-phase
combustion promoters such as carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides. The small-scale catalytic system
offers the advantages of the ability to support changing operating conditions and of high efficiency
with lean fuel-air mixtures.

Catalytic combustion is technically successful, thereby making progress towards small-scale
low-emission energy systems. However, the cost and complexity of small-scale catalytic systems
may make this technology unattractive for some applications. Further research is required to meet
aggressive emission goals while incorporating catalytic combustion technology, and to address the
various issues associated with changes in design parameters required for specific applications.
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